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Abstract.A three dimensional finite element model of the heat treatment
process of ZG06Cr13Ni4Mo stainless steel was established in this paper.
The distribution of stress and deformation for large hydro turbine blade
with complex surface during normalizing and tempering treatment has
been simulated. The simulated results are consistent with the measured
equivalent stress values by hole-drilling method, which indicates that the
model is effective to predict the stress distribution of heat treated
ZG06Cr13Ni4Mo material. Based on this model, the distribution law of
stress field and deformation of the large hydro turbine blade of complex
surface after the heat treatment were simulated. The established model
provided a theoretical prediction method for designing of optimized
complex surface blade and formulating a reasonable heat treatment
process.

1. Introduction
Traditional martensite stainless steels have been widely used due to their high strength.
However, poor corrosion resistance and bad welding properties have limited their
application in some cases. Recent years, ZG06Cr13Ni4Mo martensite stainless steel with
ultra-low carbon content has been developed with high strength, good plasticity,
toughness, high fracture mechanics, weld ability and excellent anti-abrasive corrosion
properties [1~4]. Due to these excellent properties, ZG06Cr13Ni4Mo martensitic stainless
steel has been widely used to manufacture large hydro turbine blades and runners of the
hydro power station such as the Three Gorges, Gezhouba power station, and etc. As the
surface of large hydro turbine blade is always very complex, during heat treatment process,
residual stress generally occurs, which leads to deformation of the blade. Furthermore, as
the deformation of the heat treated blade cannot be predicted exactly, machining allowance
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has to be increased, which causes lower production efficiency, longer producing cycle and
higher producing cost [5, 6].
Researches on the design idea, the effective of main elements and heat treatment,
microstructure and properties of Cr13-Ni series stainless steel alloy have been carried out
extensively, part of which mainly focus on the operating condition of heat treatment or
casting processes [7-20]. However, few researches have addressed on the simulation of the
stress and deformation of the complex surface blade using FEM method. Prediction on the
distribution of equivalent stress and deformation of the complex surface by FEM method
would be considerably helpful for reducing the machining allowance.
In this paper, three dimensional finite element models of the heat treatment process of
ZG06Cr13Ni4Mo stainless steel will be established to predict the distribution of equivalent
stress and deformation of the complex surface. And then the simulated distribution of
equivalent stress and deformation will be compared with the measured values, which
provides a theoretical basis for optimally designing complex surface blade and formulating
a reasonable heat treatment process.

2. Experimental Materials and Methods
In this paper, X type blade made of ZG06Cr13Ni4Mo for hydro turbine manufacture
was researched. The maximum and minimum thickness of the blade is about 270mm and
50mm, respectively. And the projected area of the blade is about 7.5m2. The direct-reading
spectrometer (0800H070003-2) was used to analyze the chemical composition, which is
shown in table 1. The heat treatment of the X type blade was performed as follows: thermal
insulation of 12h at 1020ć and then cooling in the air + thermal insulation of 14h at 630ć
and then cooling in the air+ thermal insulation of 14h at 590ć and then cooling in the air
(Normalizing + Twice tempering).
TABLE 1 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF ZG06CR13NI4MO STAINLESS STEEL ˄WT%˅
Designation

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

Others

ZG06Cr13Ni4Mo

0.034

0.34

0.58

0.019

0.004

12.03

4.05

0.42

0.067

The residual stress distribution on X type blade after heat treatment was measured using
YC-ċ residual stress analyzer and hole-drilling method. The test point position is shown in
Figure 1 and the interval between each point is 300mm. Coordinates of 70 points on the
back of the X type blade were collected by using DT 202 three-coordinate measuring
machine to monitor the deformation of blade before and after heat treatment.

Fig. 1 Testing point position of residual stress using hole drilling method.
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3. Establishment of Finite Element Model
A three dimensional finite element model was established using DEFORM with mesh
generation. Tetrahedral element with number of 38156 was used in the grids, and node
number is 45040. Direct coupling method was used to simulate the stress and strain field.
The blade material can be considered as a rigid plastic material with a slender hardening.
The thermal physical performance parameters of the ZG06Cr13Ni4Mo with the
temperature change are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2 THERMAL PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS OF THE ZG06CR13NI4MO
[21]

Temperature/ć

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

Diffusion

4.98

4.90

4.80

4.63

4.33

3.93

4.97

5.12

5.27

Specific heat/(J.kg-1.K-1)

575

569

590

649

708

745

591

593

595

Heat

22.2

21.7

21.9

23.3

23.7

22.7

22.3

23.5

24.3

11.11

11.86

11.97

12.40

12.45

11.43

8.676

8.654

10.23

-6

2 -1

coefficient/(10 m .s )

conductivity/(W.m-1.K-1)
Thermal
-6

-1

expansion/(10 .ć )

4. Results of Stress Field and Deformation Simulation
4.1 Comparison of the simulation and measurement results of
the equivalent stress field
Fig.2 shows the comparison results of the simulation and measurement results of the
equivalent stress field of the heat treated X type blade. It is shown that the simulated
equivalent stresses fall in the same order of magnitude as the measured values. The results
indicate that this model would be to some extent effective and probably may be used to
simulate the whole heat treatment process and to analyze the stress field and deformation.
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Fig.2 Comparison of simulation and measurement of the equivalent stress at different measurement
points (point 13 is equal with point 6)

5. Numerical simulation of stress field and deformation of X
type blade
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5.1 Simulation results of stress field of X type blade
Fig.3 shows the equivalent stress distribution on the back of the X type blade after
normalizing. It is shown that the equivalent stress distribution on the blade surface is not
uniform and the value along the X direction of blade is larger. Along direction 1, the change
of equivalent stress presents to be M type and zigzag type along direction 2. The maximum
equivalent stress of 420MPa appears in the middle part of the blade. During cooling in the
air, surface of the blade cools faster than the inner, top cools faster than bottom and edge
cools faster than middle. This phenomenon causes that the temperature distribution of the
whole blade is not uniform. The part cooling faster shrinks first, and at the same time, the
non-shrinkage part prevents its shrinking. This causes the shrinking part products tensile
stress and compressive stress on the non shrinkage part at the pre cooling. The non
shrinkage part shrinks at the later period, which causes the first shrinking part products
compressive stress and tensile stress on the non shrinkage part. Besides, the temperature of
the part cooling faster first reduces to Ms point with its microstructure transforming from
austenite to martensite. Because the heat capacity of martensite phase is bigger than that of
austenite, the surface of the part cooling faster first expands. This induces that compressive
stress is produced on the part with higher cooling rate, while tensile stress occurs on the
part with slower rate. As the temperature decreases, the microstructure of the part with
slower cooling rate begins to transform to martensite. This leads to that the part cooling
faster produces tensile stress, while compressive stress appears on the part with slower
cooling rate.
As the thickness of blade increases gradually from top to bottom and its shape is very
complex, the cooling process and microstructure transformation of surface and inner are
asynchronous, which causes the interaction between microstructure stress and thermal
stress and thus complex distribution of surface and internal stress. Besides, since the edge
of the blade is unconstrained while the center part constrained by surrounding material, the
largest stress is generated in the center part after normalizing.

Fig.3 Equivalent stress distribution in the back of blade after normalizing

Fig.4 Equivalent stress distribution in the back of blade after normalizing and tempering
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Fig.4 shows equivalent stress distribution on the back of blade after once normalizing
and twice tempering. From the results, it can be seen that the distribution tendency of
equivalent stress is almost the same with that shown in Fig.3, although the values under the
current heat treatment condition are lower than those under the condition of only
normalizing. The maximum value of stress, 300MPa, also appears in the middle of the
blade. As the AC1 temperature of ZG06Cr13Ni4Mo is 578ć, during tempering heating, the
blade is affected by microstructure stress and thermal stress while only thermal stress has
an impact during tempering cooling, which induces more uniformly distributed stress with a
reduced amplitude during normalizing.

5.2 Strain field of the X type blade
Fig.5 shows the deformation distribution of X type blade along Z direction (the
direction which is normal to blade surface) after once normalizing and twice tempering.
The result shows that from the tailing edge to leading edge, the deformation increases
firstly and then decreases, so do that from the crown side to the ring side. The deformation
in Z direction is mainly composed of twist, which makes the blade flat. The deformation
extent at tailing edge is larger than that in leading edge, and the one in ring side is larger
than the extent in crown side. The biggest deformation appears at the connection of the
trailing edge and the ring side, and the value is about 23mm. The smallest deformation
appears in the middle of blade, and the value is about 1.56mm. Although the equivalent
stress of the middle part is very large, the deformation is considerably lower due to the fact
that it is constrained by surrounding material. Since the back of the blade is affected by the
equivalent stress, the deformation distribution of each part of X type blade along Z
direction is not uniform.

Fig.5 Deformation distribution of each part of X type blade along Z direction after heat treatment

Fig.6 shows the isoline nephogram before and after heat treatment. It can be seen that
the torsion resistance of X type blade is large and local coordinate values, before and after
heat treatment, are different from each other.

a)Before heat treatment

b˅After heat treatment

Fig.6 Measured isoline nephogram in Z direction of blade before and after heat treatment
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Fig.7 shows measured deformation distribution in Z direction of blade before and after
heat treatment. It is shown that the measured deformation distribution is almost the same
with the simulated result and the biggest deformation with a value of 26mm appears at the
connection of the trailing edge and the ring side further indicating the effectiveness of the
current model. The deformation of the X type blade mainly occurs during normalizing.
During the cooling process of normalizing, average linear expansion coefficient of Cr13Ni4
stainless steel changes from 12×10-6/ć to -1.9×10-6/ć, and then to 11×10-6/ć[21]. And the
yield strength of Cr13Ni4 stainless steel varies from 850MPa to 30MPa. Therefore, the
cooling rate and its uniformity have great influence on the deformation of the X type blade.
For the large complex curved blade, its deformation may be reduced significantly by
putting in reasonable position and adopting spray or wind cooling for the thicker part.

Fig.7 Measured deformation distribution in Z direction of blade before and after heat treatment

6. Conclusions
1) A three dimensional finite element model of the heat treatment process of
ZG06Cr13Ni4Mo stainless steel has been established in this paper. The stress and
deformation field distribution have been simulated using this model. By comparing the
measured equivalent stress of the blade with the simulated values, the distribution trends
are almost the same, which confirms the validity of this model.
2) The equivalent stress distribution trend of the X type blade after normalizing is nearly
the same with the one after normalizing and twice tempering. The equivalent stress shows
zigzag law from the connection of the leading edge and the ring side to the one of the
leading edge and the crown side, and W type law from the connection of the trailing edge
and the crown side to that of the leading edge and the ring side. The biggest equivalent
stress appears in the middle of blade.
3) The deformation distribution of the X type blade shows N type law after normalizing
from the trailing edge to leading edge. The deformation at trailing edge is larger than
leading edge, and ring side is larger than crown side.
4) The X type blade has the trend of being flattened after heat treatment. In order to
avoid the insufficiency of finish allowance, reverse deformation should be considered when
designing X type blade.
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